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Abstract: This paper compares the aerodynamic characteristics of a central-spillage diverterless
hypersonic inlet (i.e., bump inlet, Form 1) with a side-spillage inlet (Form 2) under on/off design
conditions when faced with non-uniform inflow. Both forms are designed for a flight Mach number
of 6.0 and a cruise altitude of 24.0 km. Numerical methods are introduced and validated. Integrated
design results indicate that based on identical contraction ratios, Form 2 is 27.8% lower in height,
28.3% shorter in length, and 34.4% smaller in the windward projection area than Form 1. This
provides the evidence that the side-spillage strategy will suppress the external drag less. Then, the
aerodynamic performance is investigated under various upstream/downstream boundary conditions
(inflow speed range: Mach 2.0~6.0; backpressure fluctuation range: 1~110.0 times the freestream
static pressure). The evaluation methods for non-uniform flow fields are first introduced in this paper.
Form 2 has a relatively stronger shock system, which allows it to suppress 4.52% more of the pressure
fluctuation from the downstream combustion chamber than Form 1. The inlet start margin is widened
by approximately 250% due to the self-adaptive flow spillage ability established by the side-spillage
strategy. Furthermore, the compression efficiency, internal shock system, spillage ability, etc., are
analyzed in detail. In summary, the side-spillage flow organization strategy has better potential for
designing wide-ranging air-breathing flight vehicles.

Keywords: integrated design; boundary layer; non-uniform flow; inlet start; spillage strategy

1. Introduction

The main components of a ramjet or scramjet are the inlet, combustion chamber, and
nozzle [1,2]. The inlet decelerates and compresses the airflow [3] for the downstream
combustion chamber and nozzle, respectively. The external flow field of the aircraft’s
forebody and the internal flow field of the inlet are highly coupled. Hence, numerous
studies have been conducted to organize the external and internal flow fields, also known
as inlet–airframe integrated design [1,4,5].

According to different flow organization strategies, the integrated design methods
can be summarized into three categories: the non-forebody design method (NFDM), the
coupled integrated design method (CIDM), and the decoupled integrated design method
(DIDM). The NFDM situates the inlet at the aircraft’s leading edge. This is commonly
applied in the early-stage theoretical design for some hypersonic aircraft, such as the
LAPCAT-MR2 [6,7], the HSGTS [8–10], the FALCON-HCV [11–13], etc. The airflow in front
of the inlet is purely uniform when adopting this strategy. Therefore, the aerodynamic
characteristics of the inlet are kept identical to the theoretical design, due to the absence
of any external flow influence. Nevertheless, the external shock system of the aircraft will
be seriously affected by the inlet’s incident shock under off-design conditions. This will
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bring extra external drag due to the increase in shock strength. Subsequently, the CIDM
and DIDM were introduced to better organize the external and internal flow fields. In the
CIDM strategy, the forebody is regarded as part of an external compression surface. The
forebody and the inlet combine to form a mixed-compression intake. The NASA X-43 [14]
aircraft was the first to realize the CIDM strategy. The whole intake system is highly
integrated with the upstream ramp forebody and the downstream supersonic inlet. Later,
by combining the waverider concept [15] with osculating flow theory [16], the so-called
dual-waverider concept [17,18] was proposed, which can improve both the lift-to-drag ratio
of the aircraft (external flow property) and the compression ratio of the inlet (internal flow
property). The main challenge for the CIDM is boundary layer diversion problems [19–21].
The boundary layer develops along the forebody, while the concave waverider forebody
creates a V-shaped crosswise pressure gradient—that is, the pressure of the central position
is lower than that on both sides. Most of the boundary layer has to be swallowed into the
inlet and inevitably decreases the propulsion efficiency.

In contrast with the above two strategy, the DIDM shows more merits in organizing ex-
ternal and internal flows. The core component of the DIDM is a bump configuration [15,22].
This is a three-dimensional (3D) surface with a caret crosswise pressure distribution (caret:
the middle pressure of the surface is higher than the side pressure at a crosswise section).
By adopting a bump design technique, the DIDM has the following three merits: (1) The
bump is a low-drag surface to achieve a smooth transition between the inlet and airframe
(as proven in an ACIS project [23]). (2) The bump diverts the boundary layer via its caret
crosswise pressure distribution, which provides a high-kinetic inflow for the inlet [24].
(3) The bump is a waverider configuration, which can produce extra lift by attaching the
shock on its leading edge [15]. The merits of bump design have been proven through its
application in many supersonic aircraft, such as the F-35 (USA), J-20 (China), etc. Subse-
quently, the design method of a pressure-controllable bump [25] was proposed to generate
the bump inversely via pressure distribution. A ridge-type pressure distribution [26] was
then proposed to guide the surface pressure assignment at hypersonic speeds. By adopting
the ridge-type pressure distribution in the pressure-controllable bump design, the new
bump manages to divert an identical boundary layer with a smaller height, inducing
less external drag. This extends the bump application fields from supersonic speeds to
hypersonic speeds. As presented above, the previous integrated design mainly aims to
avoid the interaction of external and internal shock waves. However, the inlet flow spillage
strategy is also an important aspect of the integrated design. The inlet’s aerodynamic
performance under off-design conditions is closely related to the spillage strategy, which
merits detailed investigation.

This paper compares two kinds of flow spillage strategy for diverterless hypersonic
inlet design. The remaining contents are structured as follows: Different spillage strategies
are reported in Section 2. The numerical methodology and turbulence model are described
in Section 3. The results of the comparative investigation are presented in Section 4.
Concluding remarks are presented in Section 5.

2. Flow Organization Strategies and Evaluation Methods for Non-Uniform Flow Fields

2.1. Side-Spillage and Central-Spillage Flow Organization Strategies

For the purpose of comparison, two bump inlets with different spillage strategies are
presented in this section. The design methodology of the bump inlets has been presented
in the authors’ previous works [24,27]. The whole configuration is integrated with a
pressure-controllable bump and inward-turning inlets. The bump is inversely designed by
a prescribed pressure distribution through an improved permeable-boundary method [26].
The inward-turning inlets are designed based on the osculating flow theory [28], which
simplifies the design of complex 3D compression inlet geometry into a series of simple 2D
compressed basic flow fields. Considering the non-uniform inflow conditions, the inlet lip
is separately modified by adopting an inverse 3D method of characteristics [25], which can
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design the inlet lip surface via a given shock shape. The geometric results are demonstrated
in Figure 1 and Table 1. For simplicity, Form 1 represents the central-spillage bump inlet,
while Form 2 represents the side-spillage bump inlet. For the sake of comparison, the width
of the bump (1166 mm) and inlet (200 mm) is kept identical, as is the external/internal
contraction ratio of the bump inlet (CRx = 3.85). The external/internal contraction ratio
CRx is calculated as follows:

CRx =
CRex

CRin
(1)
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Figure 1. Configurations of two bump inlets (upper side: side-spillage inlet, Form 2; lower side:
central-spillage inlet, Form 1).

Table 1. Geometric parameters of two diverterless hypersonic inlets (unit of length: m; unit of
area: m2).

Form Ltotal Wbump Winlet CRx Htotal Szoy Rinlet Rwet

1 3.307 1.166 0.2 0.385 0.367 0.224 0.37 0.026
2 2.371 1.166 0.2 0.385 0.265 0.147 0.41 0.034

According to the original design methodology of the internal waverider inlet [28–30],
the external contraction ratio CRex is ratio of the free-flow tube to the throat tube (Figure 1:
S1/S2). The internal contraction ratio CRin is the ratio of the throat tube to the outlet tube
(Figure 1: S2/S3). It should be noted that there are apparent geometric differences between
the two forms when using the same bump inlet design technique: (1) The height of Form
2 is 27.8% lower than that of Form 1. (2) The length of Form 2 is 28.3% shorter than that
of Form 1. (3) Szoy represents the windward projection area of the whole bump inlet. The
Szoy of Form 2 is 34.4% smaller than that of Form 1. The main reason for this difference
in Szoy is the spillage strategy. Form 2 adopts side-spillage instead of central-spillage for
the flow compression task. The longitudinal length of the inlet lip of Form 2 is shorter
than that of Form 1. The total height of Form 2 is therefore lower than that of Form 1. For
the purpose of integration, the bump of Form 1 has to be higher. The difference in height
ultimately leads to the difference in Szoy. (4) The Rinlet of Form 2 is 9.8% higher than that of
Form 1, where the parameter Rinlet is the usage of the inlet that is calculated by dividing
the projection area of the inlet by that of the whole bump inlet, as follows:

Rinlet =
Sinlet,zoy + Scowl,zoy

Szoy
(2)

(5) Furthermore, the wet specific surface area Rwet is calculated. This is the ratio of the
wet surface to the volume, which indicates the impacts of the inlet on the downstream
combustion chamber. The Rwet of Form 2 is 23.5% higher than that of Form 1. This proves
that there will be relatively less impact on friction and heat losses for Form 2. The geometric
discrepancy indicates that Form 2 will suppress the external drag less than Form 1. To
aerodynamically evaluate the performance of non-uniform bump inlet flow fields in detail,
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the evaluation methods for uniform flow fields need modification. This is discussed in the
following section.

2.2. Evaluation Methods for Non-Uniform Flow Fields of Bump Inlets

The flow capacity, the inlet start ability, and the compression efficiency are discussed
in this section considering the effects of non-uniform flow.

2.2.1. Mass Capture Ratio

The mass capture ratio ϕ represents the flow capacity of an inlet. The definition of ϕ is
as follows:

ϕ =

.
minlet

.
mideal condition

(3)

• Calculation of ϕ in uniform inflow conditions (Figure 2: left subplot):
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Figure 2. Schematic of obtaining the inlet’s mass capture ratio: left, uniform inflow condition; right,
non-uniform inflow condition.

When the mass flow is fully captured (i.e., ideal conditions), the incident shock attaches
to the inlet lip (point d). The streamline near the inlet lip is a straight line (b′c′d). The ideal
captured tube is the boundary abb′. The mass flow passing through abb′ is assigned as the
.

mideal condition. Hence, the ϕ equation is described as follows:

ϕ =

.
m3
.

mabb′
(4)

• Calculation of ϕ in non-uniform inflow conditions (Figure 2: right subplot):

The streamlines near the inlet lip in the ideal conditions are not straight lines (i.e., line
hd”, ea”, fb”, gc”). Due to the expanded flow field around the bump surface, the boundary
abcd is the ideal captured tube while inversely tracing the streamlines from the inlet lip
(a”b”c”d”). Hence, the ϕ equation needs to be modified as follows:

ϕ′ = ϕ · rcaptured (5)

where the rcaptured is the ratio of Sabcd to Sefgh.

rcaptured =
Sabcd
Se f gh

(6)
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2.2.2. Inlet Start Ability

The essence of the inlet start is to provide adequate and steady flow for the downstream
combustor through highly efficient deceleration/compression [31,32]. The mass flow
at the throat section is equal to the captured flow at the entrance when the inlet starts.
The captured flow at the inlet entrance is the mass flow at the ideal captured tube (see
Section 2.2.1) multiplied by the mass capture ratio ϕ. According to the conservation relation
of the mass flow, the equation can be derived as follows:

ϕ · K
P∗in√
T∗in

q(Min)Ain = K
P∗throat√
T∗throat

q(Mthroat)Athroat (7)

where K is the coefficient for mass flow calculation. The value of K is 0.04042 s
√

K/m. Then,
the above equation is simplified by introducing the inlet contraction ratio (CR = Ain/Athroat)
and total pressure recovery coefficient (σin-throat = P*

throat/P*
in),

q(Min)

q(Mthroat)
· CR

σin−throat
· ϕ = 1 (8)

For a fixed-geometry inlet under a certain inflow condition, the Min and CR are already
determined; that is, the ϕ/(σin-throat·q (Mthroat)) is kept as a constant when the inlet starts.
When ϕ/(σin-throat·q (Mthroat)) > 1, the captured mass flow exceeds the flow capacity to induce
the inlet unstart. The flow spillage technique, along with the boundary-layer bleeding [33]
and the variable-geometry technique [34], is an approach to improve the inlet start ability
by enlarging the effective flow path. The method to determine the effective flow path of
inlets is presented in Section 4.2.

2.2.3. Compression Efficiency

The most common parameter to evaluate inlet performance is the total pressure
recovery (σ). The total pressure is positively correlated with the mechanical energy, which
consists of the kinetic energy and the pressure potential energy. The flow kinetic energy
is converted to pressure, potential energy, and internal energy in the inlet. Part of the
internal energy dissipates through heat transfer with the wall, and the other part of the
internal energy is converted into kinetic energy again in the combustion chamber. The
convertible part of internal energy is useful for the whole propulsion system. In contrast
with σ, the kinetic energy efficiency (ηKE) [35] reflects useful internal energy, which is a
more reasonable coefficient to evaluate non-uniform flow fields with thick boundary layers.
The definition of ηKE is as follows:

ηKE =
1

γ−1
2 M2

∞

(
T∗

T∗∞

)(
1 +

γ− 1
2

M2
∞ − σ

1−γ
γ

)
, (9)

where γ is the specific heat ratio. Van Wie [36–38] proposed the use of ηKE-RM distribution
to evaluate the inlet efficiency. An empirical relationship was determined on the basis
of 2D inlet wind tunnel tests. The RM is the ratio of the freestream Mach number to the
Mach number at exit. According to Van Wie’s definition, this ratio represents the flow
deceleration degree of an inlet.

ηKE(1) = 1− 0.4(1− RM)4 (10)

Kouichiro [3] established another ηKE-RM relationship based on the experiment of a
typical side-compression inlet:

ηKE(2) = 1− 0.528(1− RM)3.63 (11)
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3. Methodology of Numerical Simulation
3.1. Numerical Method for the External–Internal Flow Fields

The flow fields of bump inlets are obtained by 3D viscous numerical simulations. The
fluid is modelled as compressible steady flow using Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
equations, which are demonstrated as follows:

∂

∂t

˚
Ω

UdV +

¨
∂Ω

Fc · ndS−
¨

∂Ω
Fv · ndS = 0 (12)

where U, Fc, Fv, n, t, Ω, and S are the conservative vector, convective flux vector, viscous flux
vector, unit normal vector, time, control volume, and control volume surface, respectively.
The definitions of the vectors U, Fc, and Fv are given as follows:

U =


ρ

ρu
ρv
ρw
E

 , Fc =


ρui + ρvj + ρwk

(ρu2 + p)i + ρuvj + ρuwk
ρuvi + (ρv2 + p)j + ρvwk
ρuwi + ρvwj + (ρw2 + p)k

(E + p)ui + (E + p)vj + (E + p)wk

 , Fv =


0

τxxi + τxyj + τxzk
τyxi + τyyj + τyzk
τzxi + τzyj + τzzk
Πxi + Πyj + Πzk


(13)

where ρ, u/v/w, x/y/z, E, p, and τ are the density, velocity, coordinate, total energy per unit
mass, pressure, and viscous stress tensor, respectively. Πx~Πz are defined as follows:

Πx = uτxx + vτxy + wτxz + ˘ ∂T
∂x ,

Πy = uτyx + vτyy + wτyz + ˘ ∂T
∂y ,

Πz = uτzx + vτzy + wτzz + ˘ ∂T
∂z ,

(14)

In the above equations, T is the temperature and λ is the thermal conductivity.

3.2. Three-Dimensional-Structured Mesh for Bump Inlet Flow Fields

The 3D-structured meshes for the two bump inlets are presented in Figure 3. The flat
plate in front of the bump inlet is intended to produce the boundary layer. As a result,
the boundary layer’s thickness occupies approximately 23.4% of the inlet’s height. The
mesh topology of the two bump inlets obeys the same principles: (1) Two sets of C-grids
surround the bump edge to accurately fit the curved edge profile of the bump. (2) There
is a set of O-grids in the inlet internal domain to accurately fit the complex 3D surface
of the inlet wall. (3) The O-grid of the inlet’s internal domain is extended forward to the
external flow field, so as to achieve a good transition between the external and internal
mesh. According to the verification of the k–ε turbulence model (see Appendix A), the
near-wall grid is 0.15 mm in height, which ensures that the non-dimensional y+ is kept
in the range of 1~10 to satisfy the k–ε turbulence model. The grids in the y-direction are
stretched with the increasing ratio of 1.2 refined with the geometric proportion rule, in
order to accurately predict the boundary layer during simulation. The mesh density of the
inlet lip region is refined to capture the incident shock shape accurately. The total mesh in
the whole domain is approximately 9.0 million.

3.3. Setup for Numerical Simulation

The surrounding surfaces of the bump inlet are set to the pressure far-field condition.
For the simulation case with no sideslip, only half of the flow field needs to be calculated.
In this case, the central plane of the bump inlet is set to a symmetric condition. The
entire wall surfaces—including the inlet wall and the wall for developing the boundary
layer—are set to no-slip and adiabatic wall conditions. All the results are obtained using
the ANSYS CFX software (Canonsburg, PA, USA). The high-resolution scheme based on
MUSCL (Monotonic Upwind Scheme for Conservation Laws) reconstruction is adopted to
obtain the flux terms. The calculation is judged to be converged when the residuals stay
within 1 × 10−6. The simulation for the mixed external–internal flow field is a special case
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in the determination of the turbulence model. Zhang et al. [39] investigated the influence
of different turbulence models on the numerical results. Both k–ε and k-ω turbulence
models matched well with the wind tunnel data of a mixed-compression supersonic inlet.
The authors also validated the k–ε turbulence model in an experimental study [24] of
a typical central-spillage bump inlet. The detailed verification process is demonstrated
in Appendix A. Based on the above results and analysis, the k–ε turbulence model was
adopted for numerical simulation in this study. A grid independence test has been verified
in previous studies [40]. The inflow conditions for the numerical simulation are shown
in Table 2, where H is the cruise altitude, M∞ is the inflow Mach number, V is the inflow
speed, P∞ is the freestream static pressure, and Pd is the freestream dynamic pressure.
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H (km) M∞ V (m/s) P∞ (Pa) Pd (Pa)

24.0 6.0 1786.71 2930.67 73,852.9
22.9 5.5 1633.65 3487.13 73,840.0
21.7 5.0 1481.01 4218.43 73,822.6
20.3 4.5 1328.79 5205.96 73,852.5
18.8 4.0 1180.29 6594.92 73,862.7
17.1 3.5 1032.75 8615.61 73,862.2
15.2 3.0 887.93 11,652.8 73,863.5
12.9 2.5 737.68 16,882.2 73,849.5
10.0 2.0 598.79 26,372.6 73,843.0

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, the central- and side-spillage bump inlets are mainly considered in order
to enable understanding the impacts of spillage forms on the aerodynamic characteristics.

4.1. Aerodynamic Characteristics under the Cruise Conditions

Under the cruise conditions (M = 6.0, H = 24 km), the effects of the combustion
chamber were investigated by assigning a series of backpressure values to the exit plane.
The initial flow field was established when the value of πb was set to 1 (πb = Pb/P∞, Pb:
backpressure; P∞: freestream static pressure). Then, based on the initial flow field, πb was
gradually increased in small increments until the inlet unstarted.

4.1.1. Compression Efficiency

The mass-averaged characteristics of the bump inlets at various πb boundary condi-
tions are reported in Table 3. As the πb increases, the terminal shock train [41,42] occurs
near the exit and then moves forward. When the terminal shock train passes the throat
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and interacts with the incident shock, the inlet unstart is induced. As a result, the mass
capture ratio will deteriorate substantially, along with other aerodynamic characteristics. It
should be noted that Form 1 can suppress 99.6 P∞ backpressure, while Form 2 can suppress
104.1 P∞ backpressure. The maximum anti-backpressure ability of Form 2 is approximately
4.52% higher than that of Form 1 based on identical CRx. The small difference in CRx is
caused by differences in the amount of the boundary layer captured. As demonstrated
in Figure 1, a part of the inlet lip is integrated with the bump surface. For the purpose
of comparison, the foremost point of the inlet lip was situated at the same longitudinal
position (x = 700 mm from the bump’s leading edge) for both forms. For Form 1, all of the
boundary layer within the inlet-captured area is swallowed downstream, while for Form 2,
the boundary layer is continuously diverted away until the flow passes by the rearmost
point of the inlet lip on the bump surface. Hence, the boundary layer in Form 2 is thinner
than that in Form 1. This leads to a slightly larger available range of backpressures for
Form 2.

Table 3. Mass-averaged characteristics of bump inlets under various πb boundary conditions.

Form πb M∞ Status ϕ Mexit σ RM ηKE

1 1.0 6.0 Start 0.745 2.94 0.48 0.487 0.968
1 18.5 6.0 Start 0.745 2.86 0.45 0.473 0.966
1 37.9 6.0 Start 0.745 2.30 0.36 0.380 0.954
1 61.8 6.0 Start 0.737 1.71 0.23 0.283 0.930
1 64.9 6.0 Start 0.746 1.65 0.25 0.273 0.934
1 83.3 6.0 Start 0.734 1.48 0.25 0.245 0.933
1 89.3 6.0 Start 0.740 1.32 0.20 0.218 0.920
1 99.6 6.0 Start 0.763 1.11 0.16 0.183 0.907
1 105.0 6.0 Unstart 0.031 - - - -
2 1.0 6.0 Start 0.748 3.02 0.49 0.499 0.969
2 15.6 6.0 Start 0.748 2.90 0.44 0.479 0.964
2 32.7 6.0 Start 0.748 2.90 0.44 0.479 0.964
2 57.0 6.0 Start 0.746 1.97 0.35 0.326 0.952
2 76.4 6.0 Start 0.748 1.97 0.29 0.326 0.942
2 85.6 6.0 Start 0.748 1.73 0.25 0.286 0.933
2 100.6 6.0 Start 0.748 1.24 0.15 0.205 0.904
2 104.1 6.0 Start 0.747 1.12 0.14 0.185 0.899
2 110.0 6.0 Unstart 0.023 - - - -

The compression efficiency at throat and exit positions was evaluated based on the
method introduced by Van Wie (see Section 4.2). The results are shown in Figure 4. The
blue circles represent Form 1, while the red triangles represent Form 2. The solid blue line
is the ηKE(1) relation, while the red dashed line is the ηKE(2) relation. The definition of ηKE
is given in Section 2.2.3. The RM is the Mach number ratio of the freestream position to the
target position (i.e., throat and exit in this paper). According to the relation between ηKE
and RM, the upper-right region of these two curves represents higher efficiency, and vice
versa. The analysis is as follows:

• Comparison of bump inlets with ηKE(1) and ηKE(2) curves:

The compression efficiency of bump inlets is higher than that of typical 2D inlets and
similar to that of typical side-compression inlets. It should be noted that the ηKE(1) and
ηKE(2) curves were obtained from the cases with uniform inflow conditions, while the
results of the present study are based on non-uniform and thick boundary layer (i.e., 23.4%
of inlet height) inflow conditions. Hence, the ηKE of the two curves will be lower when
faced with more severe inflow conditions.
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• ηKE at the throat and exit positions:

A hypersonic inlet consists of a compression part (from entrance to throat) and an
isolator part (from throat to exit). Hence, the flow properties at the throat position reflect
the compression efficiency of the compression part, while the flow properties at the exit
position reflect the compression efficiency of the isolator part. For both forms, the throat
properties are higher than the exit properties. This indicates that the isolator brings extra
energy loss, which causes the ηKE to decrease. The ηKE discrepancy of the throat position
between two forms (labels beyond the ηKE(2) curve in Figure 4) is approximately 0.51%,
while that of the exit position (labels between the ηKE(1) and ηKE(2) curves) is 0.10%. The
ηKE of Form 2 decreases by 0.62% at the isolator part. The decrease ratio for Form 1 is 1.0%.
It should be noted that there is only a small discrepancy between the two forms, which
indicates that the useful compressed flow of the two forms is of equivalent magnitude.

4.1.2. Anti-Backpressure Capability

The pressure contours of Form 1 under different backpressures are demonstrated in
Figure 5. The middle section was chosen as an example plane to show the shock system.
When πb = 18.5, the backpressure does not affect the internal shock system, as shown in
Figure 5a.

The change in the internal shock system with πb was analyzed in detail: (1) When
πb = 37.9, a high-pressure region (HPR) occurs at the lower part upstream of the exit
(x = 3.2 m). This region is located completely after the last reflection shock, which appar-
ently does not affect the shock system. (2) When πb = 61.8, this region moves forward
to the tail of the isolator (x = 3.05 m), where the flow is compressed from M 2.3 to M 1.6.
The shock strength is equivalent to an oblique shock with M∞ = 2.3, β = 43◦. (3) When
πb = 83.3, the end shock moves forward to x = 2.67 m. There is a relatively large pressure
gap between the HPR (π ≈ 100) at the upper side and the lower side of the exit, which leads
to the flow deflection. (4) When πb = 89.3, the end shock moves forward to x = 2.60 m. The
tail region of the isolator is occupied by the high-pressure flow. The pressure decreases in
the expansion section. Thus, the pressure upstream is larger than the pressure downstream.
This results in reduced sensitivity to the backpressure fluctuation. (5) When πb = 99.6, the
end shock moves forward to x = 2.52 m. The HPR with π ≈ 100 occupies the rear part of
the isolator. The end shock is observed near the throat, which leads to high sensitivity to
the backpressure and causes the inlet to unstart.
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The pressure contours of Form 2 are demonstrated in Figure 6. The solid black line in
the contours is the profile of the inlet lip.

The change in the internal shock system with πb = 15.6~76.4 was analyzed in detail
(see Figure 6): (1) When πb = 15.6, it is effectively in the through-flow condition, where the
internal shock system has not been affected by the backpressure. In contrast with Form 1,
Form 2 splits the inflow into two paths. The area of the isolator changes correspondingly
to half that of Form 1, and the length of the isolator is also shorter. This leads to changes
in the frequency of the reflection shocks. There are three reflection shocks for Form 2 and
four reflection shocks for Form 1. (2) When πb = 32.7, the HPR occurs at the exit, while the
discrepancy in the aerodynamic characteristics between πb = 32.7 and πb = 15.6 is small.
(3) When πb = 57.0, the HPR moves forward to x = 2.130 m. Due to the interaction between
the backpressure and the reflected shock, the position of the last reflection point moves
slightly downstream compared to the through-flow condition. (4) When πb = 76.4, the
HPR moves forward to x = 2.107 m. The flow experiences deceleration and compression at
x > 2.107 m.

The change in the internal shock system with πb = 85.6~110.0 was analyzed in detail
(see Figure 7): (1) When πb = 85.6, the HPR moves to x = 2.072 m. The end shock is pushed
upstream to the middle of the isolator at πb ≈ 85.0 for both forms. (2) When πb = 100.6,
the HPR is pushed to x = 1.889 m. The ring-like region can be clearly observed at the rear
part of the isolator, as shown in red. A relatively high-pressure gap occurs at the upper
wall adjacent to the exit, which leads to the non-uniformity of the local flow. (3) When
πb = 104.1, the high-pressure area is pushed to x = 1.875 m. Compared with πb = 100.6, the
area of the HPR further increases at πb = 104.1. The pressure gap between the reflected
shock and the middle of the cross-section restricts the effective flow path, which leads to a
decrease in the ϕ. (4) When πb increases from 104.1 to 110.0, the first reflection shock is not
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strong enough to withstand the backpressure. The end shock moves from x = 1.875 m to
x = 1.402 m. A bow shock is clearly observed in front of the inlet lip. The inlet unstarts at
πb = 110.0.
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The speed distribution of Form 2 was studied under different backpressure condi-
tions. As demonstrated in Figure 8, a series of streamlines of the near-wall region and
the symmetry were obtained. The M distribution for nine longitudinal cross-sections
was obtained.

The detailed analysis is as follows: (1) For the front part of the isolator, the intensive
distribution of the M isolines is located on the same side of the bump. The 3D incident
shock converges at the most downstream part of the inlet lip and reflects at this V-shaped
region. This leads to high compression and deceleration of the local flow. The downstream
M distribution depends on the location of the reflection shocks. (2) The HPR moves forward
with the increase in πb. The rear part of the isolator is affected by the backpressure, and
the M distribution becomes relatively uniform. This reveals that the flow distortion varies
under different πb conditions. Under the through-flow condition, the distortion is caused
by the reflection shock system, whereas under the condition with the backpressure effects,
the uniformity of the outflow increases correspondingly. (3) The shape of the reflected shock
is determined by the cross-section shape as well as the inflow condition. Form 2 adopts
an equal-cross-section circular isolator. Therefore, when the incident shock reflects at the
V-shaped compression center and hits the upper wall of the isolator, the shock is split
into two reflection shocks. This phenomenon can also be observed from the longitudinal
M distribution, where the number of M isolines increases from one to two after the first
reflection shock.
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The vortex structures under the design conditions based on the Q-criteria [43,44] are
demonstrated in Figure 9. The analysis of the vortex is as follows: (1) For the external flow
field around the bump, the vortex is mainly located at the near-wall region. For the internal
flow field in the inlet, the vortex is located in the whole internal region. (2) The vortex
above the bump surface has crosswise features due to the crosswise pressure gradient. The
vortex in the inlet has 3D features, while the longitude development of the vortex takes the
dominate status. (3) The main difference in the vortex between the two forms is at the inlet
compression part. The vortex of Form 2 is significantly less than that of Form 1 at the inlet
external compression part. The side-located pattern relieves the side-compression effects,
leading to the difference in the vortex distribution in the compression part.

4.2. Aerodynamic Characteristics under a Wide Range of Inflow Speed Conditions

The aerodynamic characteristics under a wide range of inflow speed conditions are
demonstrated in Table 4. Form 1 starts at M 5.0–6.0. Form 2 starts at M 2.5–6.0. That is,
the inlet start margin is widened by approximately 250% by utilizing the side-spillage
strategy. The ϕspillage is the ratio of the spilled mass flow to the captured mass flow under
cruise conditions. The incident shock detaches from the inlet lip when the inflow speed
decelerates. Thus, the ϕspillage increases with the decrease in M∞. When the spilled mass
flow is larger than the decrease in inlet flow capacity, the inlet will start. When the spilled
mass flow is not enough to cover the decrease in inlet flow capacity, the inlet will unstart
due to the flow congestion. For Form 2, the ϕspillage–M∞ relation can be described as a
quadratic function:

ϕspillage = 1.99× 10−2M2
∞ − 3.191× 10−1M∞ + 1.1993 (15)

where M∞ is the freestream Mach number.
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Table 4. Aerodynamic characteristics under a wide range of inflow speed conditions.

Form M∞ Status σ ϕspillage εA εM επ ηKE

1 6.0 Start 0.48 0 53.7% 0.514 4.307 0.968
1 5.0 Start 0.51 8.80% 47.7% 0.518 3.678 0.958
1 4.0 Unstart - - - - - -
2 6.0 Start 0.49 0 53.4% 0.528 4.894 0.969
2 5.0 Start 0.53 9.50% 49.9% 0.534 3.457 0.961
2 4.0 Start 0.45 26.80% 39.6% 0.598 2.952 0.921
2 3.5 Start 0.53 32.10% 36.5% 0.608 2.633 0.920
2 3.0 Start 0.64 38.60% 34.0% 0.654 2.447 0.927
2 2.5 Start 0.75 54.60% 33.3% 0.821 2.181 0.933
2 2.0 Unstart - - - - - -

The επ and εM in Table 4 are the compression and deceleration ratios for the decrease
in the unit area, respectively. Their definitions are as follows:

επ =
πMout /πM∞

CR
(16)

εM =
Mout/M∞

CR
(17)

The distribution of επ and εM is demonstrated in Figure 10. As the M∞ decreases, the
επ increases and the εM decreases correspondingly. As M∞ decelerates from 6.0 to 5.0, the
επ of both forms increases to the same degree, while the επ of Form 2 decreases to a greater
extent than that of Form 1. This indicates that the flow spillage is beneficial to the inlet
start ability, but the ϕspillage should be carefully designed to avoid a decrease in the inlet’s
compression ability.

In order to estimate the usage of the inlet’s internal path from the obtained results, a
parameter εA is proposed. This represents the relative error between the equivalent exit
area Aequ and the real exit area Aexit. The definition is as follows:

εA =
Aexit − Aequ

Aexit
× 100% (18)

where Aequ is the equivalent area of the inlet’s exit; it is calculated by the following ma-
ss equation:

.
mexit = K

P∗exit√
T∗

q(Mexit)Aequ (19)
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The equation can be deduced further based on the relation between the freestream
and the exit:

Aequ =
ϕ

σ

q(Mexit)

q(M∞)
CR · Aexit (20)

Then, the εA is finally determined by the following equation:

εA= 1− ϕ

σ

q(Mexit)

q(M∞)
CR (21)

The εA can reflect the magnitude of the flow distortion. A larger εA means that more
of the boundary layer accumulates in the inlet. Except for the friction loss induced by the
inlet wall, the flow distortion is the main cause of the accumulation of the boundary layer.
Figure 11 demonstrates the impacts of inflow speeds on inlet distortion and flow spillage.
The εA decreases with the M∞ due to the boundary layer accumulation. The decrease in
the ratio of εA is high at M 3.0–5.0 and relatively low in other speed ranges. The ϕspillage
increases rapidly with the decrease in M∞. The detailed analysis is as follows:

• Spillage ability of two forms at M ∈ [3.0,6.0]:

The local gradient of εA (∆εA/∆M) is largest at M 3.0–5.0 for Form 1, which reaches
approximately 6.18 × 10−2. This value is similar to the ∆εA/∆M of Form 1 at M 5.0–6.0
(6.00 × 10−2), which indicates that the spillage ability of Form 2 at M 3.0–5.0 is similar to
that of Form 1 at M 5.0–6.0. For the Mach range of 5.0–6.0, the ∆εA/∆M of Form 2 is 41%
lower than that of Form 1. This shows that Form 1 can maintain a better incident shock
shape than Form 2.

• Explanation for the εA discrepancy:

The εA discrepancy of the two forms at different speeds results from the incident shock
system and the spillage pattern. When the inlet flow capacity is large enough to handle
the captured inflow, the incident shock system will remain steady at the design point
(i.e., M 6.0). For Form 1, there is an evident increase in the corner boundary layer due to the
strong side compression, which clearly decreases the actual flow area. Hence, the incident
shock distorts from the inlet lip to the mainstream, and the flow is spilled away from the
central part of the inlet lip. For Form 2, the incident shock system remains relatively steady
at M 5.0–6.0. There is a bow-shaped boundary layer region that occurs around M 4.0. This
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region becomes larger when the M∞ decreases. The flow in the inlet consists of the near-wall
boundary layer and the unspilled mainstream. For Form 2, the ϕspillage/∆M at M 2.5–3.0
is more than twice that at M 3.0–5.0. This indicates that the mainstream is spilled away
under low-Mach conditions, exceeding the flow capacity. Thereby, the ∆εA/∆M decreases
at M 2.5–3.0, which shows less change in the actual flow area than that at M 3.0–5.0.
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• Self-adaptive flow spillage feature of the side-spillage form:

The self-adaptive flow spillage is an advantage in achieving a wide working range. The
hypersonic inlet start is mainly related to two factors: the flow capacity and the captured
inflow. The former factor is determined by the external/internal compression ratio. For
most inlet designs at hypersonic speeds, this factor is fixed when the geometry is obtained.
The latter factor is controllable by alternative aspects. The boundary-layer bleeding, the
variable-geometry techniques, etc., are all effective approaches to restrict the captured
inflow. Nevertheless, the above techniques impose an extra burden on the mechanical
complexity. The ϕspillage of Form 2 continuously increases with the M∞, imparting a self-
adaptive feature to the inflow speeds. The amount of captured inflow is then reduced to
match the decreased inlet flow capacity, making the inlet start ability better under low-Mach
conditions when using a fixed inlet configuration.

4.3. Impacts of Inflow Conditions on the Compression Efficiency

The impacts of inflow conditions on the compression efficiency for the two forms
are reported in this section, as demonstrated in Figure 12, where the left subplot is the
ηKE-RM-πb distribution and the right subplot is the ηKE-RM-M∞ distribution. The inflow
condition remains steady when πb increases. Thereby, the ηKE of both forms increases with
πb. Meanwhile, the trend for the right subplot is not monotonic. The ηKE decreases at
M 3.5–6.0 and increases at M 2.5–3.5 for Form 2. The impacts of the inflow conditions are
mainly determined based on two aspects: the incident shock system and the boundary
layer thickness. As the M∞ decreases, the incident shock detaches from the inlet lip and
moves forward, which leads to a decrease in the ηKE. As the M∞ decreases, the boundary
layer thickness decreases, which leads to an increase in the ηKE. The results reveal that at
M 3.5–6.0, the distortion of incident shock is the main reason for the decrease in ηKE. At
M 2.5–3.5, the decrease in the boundary layer’s thickness is the main reason for the increase
in ηKE.
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5. Conclusions

This work investigated the effects of flow spillage strategies on the performance of
bump inlets under a wide speed range. The central-spillage Form 1 and the side-spillage
Form 2 were designed. The evaluation methods for non-uniform inflow conditions were
introduced. In contrast with Form 1, Form 2 has several merits.

• A more compact configuration: Form 2 is 27.8% lower in height and 28.3% shorter in
length. The windward projection area of Form 2 is 34.4% smaller than that of Form 1.
The usage of the inlet for Form 2 is 9.8% higher than for Form 1.

• A steadier performance: The maximum backpressure of Form 2 is 4.52% higher than
that of Form 1. The aerodynamic characteristics of the two forms are similar under
the cruise conditions, while Form 2 shows more steady performance under off-design
conditions, e.g., the decreased effective flow path of Form 2 is 41% lower than that of
Form 1 at M 5.0–6.0.

• A better start ability: Through establishing a self-adaptive flow spillage feature, Form
2 extends the effective operational Mach range by approximately 250% without any
boundary-layer bleeding or variable-geometry techniques.

• A reduced impact on the propulsion system: The wet specific surface area Rwet of Form 2 is
23.5% higher than that of Form 1. As a result, there will be relatively fewer impacts on
friction and heat losses for Form 2.

As a result, the new side-spillage flow organization strategy has better potential for
designing wide-ranging air-breathing flight vehicles.
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Appendix A Verification of the k–ε Turbulence Model

In order to verify the accuracy of the k–ε turbulence model for the external–internal
flow fields of the bump inlets, an experimental study of a central-spillage bump inlet model
was conducted by the authors in the NUAA Hypersonic Wind Tunnel (NHW, NUAA:
Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics). The NHW is a blowdown wind
tunnel with a diameter of 0.5 m. It can provide the inflow conditions of M 5.0~8.0. The
description and installation view of the wind tunnel model are demonstrated in Figure A1.
The wind tunnel model consists of alternative leading edges, a side wall with an observation
window, a flat plate with the bump, an inlet, and the support frame that connects the model
with the wind tunnel. The alternative leading edges create different boundary layers for
the bump inlet. The inflow conditions of the experiment were M = 6.0, P = 531 Pa, and
T = 67 K. The bump inlet model was scaled to ensure a throttle ratio ≤ 20%.
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Figure A1. Schematic (left) and installation view (right) of a central-spillage diverterless hypersonic inlet.

The comparison of the CFD results with the experimental data is presented in Figure A2.
The pressure distribution at the central line was obtained. The relative error between the
CFD and experimental results was kept within 1% in the compression section of the bump
inlet. In the downstream isolator region, the relative error was greater than 1%, while the
overall trends in CFD and experimental pressure distribution were the same. Moreover,
the total pressure recovery coefficients of the CFD and experimental results were both close
to 0.47. The above comparison proves that the k–ε turbulence model is able to predict the
highly coupled external–internal flow fields of bump inlets.
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